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a b s t r a c t

An evaluation of the radiation shielding performance of high-Z-particle-loaded polylactic acid (PLA)
composite materials was pursued. Specimens were produced via fused deposition modeling (FDM) using
copper-PLA, steel-PLA, and BaSO4-PLA composite filaments containing 82.7, 75.2, and 44.6 wt% partic-
ulate phase contents, respectively, and were tested under broad-band flash x-ray conditions at the Sandia
National Laboratories HERMES III facility. The experimental results for the mass attenuation coefficients
of the composites were found to be in good agreement with GEANT4 simulations carried out using the
same exposure conditions and an atomistic mixture as a model for the composite materials. Further
simulation studies, focusing on the Cu-PLA composite system, were used to explore a shield design
parameter space (in this case, defined by Cu-particle loading and shield areal density) to assess per-
formance under both high-energy photon and electron fluxes over an incident energy range of 0.5
e15 MeV. Based on these results, a method is proposed that can assist in the visualization and isolation of
shield parameter coordinate sets that optimize performance under targeted radiation characteristics
(type, energy). For electron flux shielding, an empirical relationship was found between areal density
(AD), electron energy (E), composition and performance. In cases where E

AD � 2 MeV�cm�g�1, a shield
composed of >85 wt% Cu results in optimal performance. In contrast, a shield composed of <10 wt% Cu is
anticipated to perform best against electron irradiation when E

AD<2 MeV�cm�g�1.
© 2022 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The development of radiation shields with tailored geometries,
reduced mass and volume, and optimized radiation response, is a
continuing challenge for microelectronic and optical subsystems
operating on space-based platforms under varied radiation envi-
ronments. Established shielding strategies based on bulk single-
phase materials (metals, alloys, polymers) or layered assemblies
of single-phase materials have been widely investigated [1e4].
Novel approaches using particle-loaded polymer composites, in
which the particulate phase is a high-Z material dispersed within
the low-Z polymer matrix, are also of great interest [5e18]. A multi-
phase, multi-Z-number shield structure can offer efficient absorp-
tion of secondary radiation in one phase arising from the initial
radiation interactions within another [1,2,18e22]. Moreover, the
Potter).

by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
use of thermoplastic polymer matrices as the basis for a particle-
loaded composite enables the application of fused deposition
modeling (FDM)-based additive manufacturing to rapidly realize
tailored shield geometries [11,20,22].

The efficacy of multiphase material shield designs is dependent
upon a number of factors, including the specific radiation envi-
ronment, the spatial distribution of phases within the composite,
the relative phase content (e.g. weight ratio of high-Z to low-Z
phase), and the overall areal density for the structure. A readily
accessible framework within which to assess the performance of
different shield designs is needed that would connect application-
specific radiation environment and constraints imposed by appli-
cation geometries and material processing compatibility.

In this context, the present work presents an evaluation of the
effect of high-Z phase content in inorganic particle-polymer com-
posites on shield performance. Here, the high-Z particle phase is
uniformly distributed within the low-Z polymer matrix, providing
direct correspondence to feedstocks often employed for FDM 3D
printing. An initial experimental study using high dose-rate flash x-
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ray fluxes at the Sandia National Laboratories HERMES III facility
was used to establish the viability of the atomistic mixture material
model used in GEANT4 as a means to predict the performance of
the discrete, multiphase composite typical of the materials of in-
terest here. GEANT4modelingwas then extended to explore amore
generalized design space focusing on shielding performance under
both gamma and electron fluxes with variation in particle-loading,
shield areal density, and incident radiation energy [23].

Based on the modeling results, a visualization tool is proposed
(in this case, a high-Z-phase content map) that enables the ready
identification of shield design parameter combinations (high-Z
phase content, radiation characteristics and shield areal density)
that provide optimized performance. The approach developed here
offers a basis from which to identify shield design candidates with
common performance capabilities, enabling further assessment in
terms of other constraints (e.g. geometry, mass) unique to the
application environment.
2. Materials and methods

High-Z particle-polymer matrix composite shield behavior was
examined via two primary efforts: a. an experimental verification of
GEANT4 simulation results for 3D-printed, particle-loaded polymer
composite structures, and b. the subsequent use of GEANT4 to
explore shield performance within a design space defined by par-
ticle content in the composite, shield areal density, and radiation
energy. The inorganic particle-polymer composite material FDM
feedstocks examined experimentally were used as the basis for
these latter computations.
2.1. Materials selection

Several commercially available high-Z particle-loaded polylactic
acid (PLA) polymer FDM feedstocks were identified. Copper-loaded
PLA, steel-loaded PLA (ColorFabb, Inc.) and BaSO4-loaded PLA
(Nanovia, Inc.) filaments were obtained and examined with scan-
ning electron microscopy equipped with energy dispersive spec-
trometry (SEM/EDS) to confirm particle loading fraction,
morphology, and distribution. See Table 1 for a summary of the
characteristics found for the selected filaments.

Weight and volume percentages were calculated from the
densities given in the manufacturers’ datasheets using Equations
(1)e(3). These three composites provided the basis for the initial
experimental validation of GEANT4 performance.

rc ¼ rAfV ;A þ rB

�
1� fV ;A

�
(1)

fW;A ¼
rA
rc
fV ;A (2)

rc ¼
�
fW ;A

rA
þ 1� fWA

rB

��1

(3)

where rA; rB; and rc are the densities of the high-Z particulate filler,
low-Z matrix, and composite respectively. fV ;A and fW;A are the
Table 1
Loading characteristics of the selected commercial high-Z loaded filaments.

Composite System Wt.% high-Z Filler

Cu-PLA 82.7
Steel-PLA 75.2
BaSO4-PLA 44.6
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volume and weight fractions of the high-Z particulate filler.

2.2. Fused deposition modeling

Samples for radiation testing were printed using an FDM 3D
printer (Inventor, FlashForge). All samples were printed with a print
speed of 60mm/s, layer height of 0.18mm, 3 shell layers, 100% infill,
nozzle temperature of 210 �C, and bed temperature of 60 �C. A
stepped geometry (see Fig. 1) was used to evaluate the radiation
shielding performance at two different thicknesses (areal densities)
to enable an experimental evaluation of effective mass attenuation
coefficient over two shield thicknesses for each feedstock used.
Each sample had a base of 25 mm � 50 mm, with the thicker step
being 20 mm and the thinner step being 5e10 mm, depending on
the material. These thickness values were anticipated to corre-
spond to about a 10% and 20% reduction in total ionizing dose (TID)
for the thin and thick steps respectively. Lighter regions in the SEM
backscatter electron images of Fig. 1 correspond to the high-Z
particles embedded in the PLA matrix. These images were
analyzed to assess particle size distribution and loading levels for
each of the commercial filaments. See Table 2 for a summary of
specimen dimensions and particle loading information.

2.3. Radiation testing

Experimental performance of the printed shield materials was
measured at the Sandia National Laboratories HERMES III (High-
Energy Radiation Megavolt Electron Source) facility. HERMES III is a
flash x-ray source with an average photon energy of 1.9 MeV
(tantalum converter), 21 ns FWHM pulse, and an exposure area of
approximately 4.5 m2. Total ionizing dose (TID) is the summation of
the overall accumulated dose from various sources (electrons,
protons, heavy ions, x-rays, gamma rays, etc.), measured in Rads
(0.01 J/kg). The TID was measured using CaF thermoluminescent
dosimeters (TLDs) placed directly behind the thin and thick steps
(TIDsample) and on the incident face (TIDreference) of the sample. TLDs
were calibrated for the HERMES III spectral output which also
served as the incident radiation characteristics for subsequent
GEANT4 modeling. The effective mass attenuation coefficient was
calculated using the Beer-Lambert law shown in Equation (4).

�m
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where m is the linear attenuation coefficient in cm�1, x is the step
thickness in cm, r is the mass density in g/cm3, I

I0
is the trans-

missivity, AD is the areal density in g/cm2, and TIDsample

TIDreference
is the frac-

tional TID.
Experimentally determined mass attenuation coefficients for

each of the 3D printed particle-composite materials were
compared with GEANT4-based simulations.

2.4. Computational simulations

All simulations in the present study were run using GEANT4
vol% high-Z Filler High-Z Particle Size (mm)

37.0 20e50
29.5 20e50
16.5 0.2e1



Fig. 1. Left: Photograph of the samples of commercial filaments printed for radiation
testing at HERMES III. From top to bottom: copper-loaded, steel-loaded, and BaSO4-
loaded filaments. Insets show SEM micrographs (back-scatter electron configuration)
of as-printed copper-loaded and BaSO4-loaded filaments.
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v10.7, an open-source Monte Carlo simulation software for high
energy physics [23]. A listing of data libraries included in the
GEANT4 distribution used can be found at https://geant4.web.cern.
ch/support/data_files_citations [24]. GEARS (Geant4 Example
Application with Rich features yet Small footprint) was used to run
GEANT4 entirely via plain text geometry descriptions and UI
command macros [25]. The “Shielding” physics list was used for all
simulations [26]. This list is based on the FTFP-BERT physics list
with additional physics processes relevant to radiation shielding. A
complete list of the GEANT4 physics libraries utilized in “Shielding”
can be found in the source code for Shielding.cc at https://github.
com/Geant4/geant4/blob/master/source/physics_lists/lists/src/
Shielding.cc [27]. The object-oriented data processing framework,
ROOT, was used to analyze the simulation results [28]. To quantify
shield performance in the simulations, the detector was defined as
the sensitive volume. From this, statistics including total counts,
energy spectrum, and mean energy of absorbed radiation can be
extracted. All simulations were run and data were processed using
an 11th generation Intel® Core ™ i7-10750H CPU running at
2.6 GHz and equipped with 8 GB of RAM.

GEANT4 simulations addressed the computation of 3D-printed
composite gamma shielding behavior under HERMES III experi-
mental conditions for the three high-Z-particle-PLA composite
formulations described above. A subsequent simulation study was
used to explore a shield design space using the Cu-particle filled
PLA composite material as a model system. Simulation conditions
and details for each effort are provided below, including the
number of incident particles used and uncertainty quantifications.
Table 2
Physical properties of the commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) filaments and the HERMES III

Composite
System

Mass (g) Thin step
(cm)

Thick Step
(cm)

Volume
(cm3)

Density (
object)

Cu-PLA 59.595 ± 0.005 0.52 ± 0.01 2.02 ± 0.01 15.4 ± 0.5 3.87 ± 0.
Steel-PLA 57.716 ± 0.005 0.77 ± 0.01 2.07 ± 0.01 17.7 ± 0.5 3.26 ± 0.
BaSO4-PLA 32.877 ± 0.005 1.06 ± 0.01 2.07 ± 0.01 19.7 ± 0.5 1.67 ± 0.
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2.4.1. HERMES III simulations
The HERMES III source and geometry setup were simulated in

GEANT4 to comparewith the experimental results described above.
To maintain consistency with the HERMES III broad band spectral
source and the experimental geometry described in Sections 2.2
and 2.3 each sample was irradiated with a 10 cm diameter, circular,
collimated, planar beam with the same energy spectrum as the
HERMES III source (see Fig. 2). Because the beam diameter is large
(10 cm) compared to the samples (5 cm), 108 particles were
simulated for each material to achieve counts above 104 at the
detector. Instead of the traditional narrow beam geometry used for
measuring gamma attenuation, the total absorbed energy for each
TLD was extracted instead to mimic the experiment as closely as
possible. Models of the experimental stepped samples and CaF
TLDs were constructed using the GEANT4 geometry text file
description [29]. The commercial filament materials were defined
as custom material descriptions with relative compositions
consistent with SEM/EDS confirmed compositions. The TLDs were
placed behind the sample identically to the experimental setup,
and the reference TLD was placed adjacent to the sample as shown
in Fig. 2. The total absorbed energy in the TLDs, or total ionizing
dose (TID) was calculated for comparison with the experimental
results. The simulation uncertainty was calculated by running 20
identical simulations while changing the random number gener-
ator (RNG) seed value for each run. The error bars for the HERMES
simulations indicate the 95% confidence interval (2 standard de-
viations). As expected for Monte Carlo simulations, the uncertainty
is proportional to the square root of the measured TID.

2.4.2. Design study simulations
Subsequent simulation efforts focused on the exploration of a

limited shield design parameter space. Particle loading and shield
areal density were examined in the context of the copper-particle
loaded PLA system under gamma and electron incident flux. Ho-
mogenous mixtures with varied copper loading levels were simu-
lated in GEANT4 in steps of 5 wt% Cu from 0% (pure PLA) to 100%
(pure Cu). Samples consisted of 20 cm diameter disks, with areal
densities of 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, and 10 g/cm2. A hemispherical sodium io-
dide detector with a wall thickness of 1 cm was placed directly
behind the sample, as shown in Fig. 3. Each sample was irradiated
with a 2 cm diameter circular, planar, collimated beam of 0.1, 0.5, 1,
2, 5, 10, 12, and 15 MeV gamma photons and electrons. In this case,
simulations were pursued using 105 incident particles in the
simulation. The uncertainty in the resulting TID values was calcu-
lated from the standard deviation of 20 identical simulations run
with different starting RNG seed values. For 105 electrons, the un-
certainty in the TID returned was ±0.059% of the average. As a
check, simulations using 106 incident particles were run and found
to produce a ±0.016% uncertainty. The reduction in uncertainty by a
factor of 3.7 was accompanied, however, by an increase in
computation time by a factor of 13.6 using the resources available
for the study. In this context, simulations using 105 incident par-
ticles were considered sufficient to establish trends in performance
with shield design variation and to provide initial insight into
relevant TID levels.
sample dimensions.

g/cm3), experimental (built Density (g/cm3), filament (source: vendor data
sheet)

13 4.00
09 3.13
04 1.66
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Fig. 2. Schematic of simulation geometry used for the validation of simulation results
of commercial feedstocks. A large beam covering the entire simulation geometry was
used to mimic the conditions of the HERMES III source relative to the specimen under
test. Flux direction is top-to-bottom. Three CaF thermoluminescent detectors (TLDs)
were used to collect the total ionizing dose.

Fig. 3. Schematic of simulation geometry used for the compositional study. Flux di-
rection is top-to-bottom. The sensitive area of the entire hemisphere was used to
measure the total ionizing dose for both electrons and gamma. The total energy
absorbed into the detector was measured across f from 0 to p/2 radians.
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Total ionizing dose (TID) was used as a primary shield perfor-
mance metric for all simulations. TID was calculated by multiplying
the number of absorbed particles in the detector by their mean
energy. In addition to primary radiation flux traversing the shield
thickness, TID will also include contributions from secondary
electrons and gamma photons that can be generated upon inter-
action with the shield material. The absolute TID values computed
are dependent upon incident flux (scaling with the number of
particles used to define the incident beam), the specifics of the
specimen and collection geometry and the detector material and
thickness employed. However, trends in TID magnitude are of pri-
mary interest in this case to provide a relative assessment of shield
performance. In this context, a lower TID is considered more
favorable.

3. Results

3.1. Radiation testing

A comparison between the experimentally obtained HERMES III
test data results and the corresponding GEANT4 simulation
described above is provided in Fig. 4 for the commercially available
FDM feedstock materials. The average experimental effective mass
attenuation coefficients are 0.028, 0.039, and 0.046 cm2/g for the
copper-loaded, steel-loaded, and BaSO4-loaded filaments respec-
tively. The average simulation effective mass attenuation co-
efficients were 0.043, 0.039, and 0.062 cm2/g respectively. Greater
uncertainties in the experimentally determined attenuation co-
efficients are observed in Fig. 4 for the thinner thickness (lower
areal density) measurement locations. These higher uncertainties
are associated with the inherent measurement uncertainty of the
TLDs (estimated at 10%). These uncertainties dominate at the lower
attenuation levels associated with the thinner portion of the
experimental specimens. Within the thicker (higher areal density)
portion of the specimens (in which the experimental uncertainty
associated with the mass attenuation coefficient is reduced), the
errors between the simulated and experimental mass attenuation
coefficients were found to be 28.8% for the copper-loaded-PLA, 3.0%
for the steel-loaded-PLA, and 10.8% for the BaSO4-loaded PLA
feedstocks. While not a focus in the present study, no physical
degradation in the specimens was observed after gamma exposure
in the specimens. We expect to examine this issue of shield resil-
ience in future studies.

3.2. Design study simulations

3.2.1. Gamma irradiation
Fig. 5a provides an overview of the shield parameter space and
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resulting TID simulated for a Cu-particle-filled PLA composite
feedstock. The effects of particle loading and shield areal density
are shown. Overall, the TID is found to increase by over an order of
magnitude with increasing energy. Fig. 5b and c contain examples
of constant Cu-loading (at 50 wt%) and constant areal density (at
5 g/cm2) slices, respectively, through the TID plot in Fig. 5a. Refer-
ring to Fig. 5b, within the energy range 0.5e5 MeV, the TID drops
monotonically with increasing areal density, decreasing from
1.27� 10�4 to 1.04 � 10�4 Rad for areal densities of 1 and 10 g/cm2,
respectively, in a 40 wt% Cu loading level under 2 MeV incident
energy. At higher energies (>5 MeV) a reduction in TID is observed
at the lower areal densities (decreasing from 8.82 � 10�4 to
7.75 � 10�4 Rad over the areal density range of 2 to 1 g/cm2,
respectively, in a 50 wt% Cu loading level under 15 MeV electrons).
This latter observation is likely an indicator of the contribution of
secondary particle generation effects from within the shield to the
high TID magnitudes at these energies.

Referring to Fig. 5c, the particle loading level appears to have
only a limited impact on TID for gamma energies below 5 MeV.
Increased sensitivity to Cu loading is observed for the highest
gamma energies examined with a lower Cu content resulting in a
reduction in TID, with an average of 13% lower TID across all areal
densities for pure PLA compared to pure Cu at 15 MeV. As gamma
energy decreases, the difference in TID between the compositional
extremes decreases to less than 2% on average for 2 MeV, and less
than 1% for 0.5 MeV.
3.2.2. Electron irradiation
Fig. 6 provides a corresponding summary of shield performance

with shield parameters, nowunder electron irradiation. In this case,
areal density and Cu loading (wt.%), are again explored. As ex-
pected, lower areal density shield designs tend to perform poorer
(higher TID values). Conversely, a general enhancement of shield
performance (lower TID) can be observed with a reduction in Cu
loading level across all but the lower electron energies examined
(e.g. 0.5 and 1MeV). In Fig. 6, a significant transition in TID behavior
with areal density can be observed under higher energy electron
flux (5, 10, 12, 15 MeV) with increasing areal density resulting in a
significant reduction in TID. Fig. 7 shows constant-areal-density
slices through the three-dimensional graphic in Fig. 6. Black cir-
cles on the TID vs. Cu content graphs show the progression of the
minimum TID value (i.e. optimized shield composition at that areal



Fig. 4. aec: Comparison of HERMES III experimental results with GEANT4 simulations. The computed effective mass attenuation coefficients for the copper-loaded, steel-loaded,
and BaSO4-loaded filaments are shown in (aec) respectively.
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density and energy) toward the lower Cu content (PLA rich). For
higher incident electron energies and lower areal densities (below
5 g/cm2, see Fig. 7a and b) the pure copper phase shield (100 wt%
Cu) performs best (i.e., exhibits a minimum TID). As areal density
increases (Fig. 7cef), the composition corresponding to a minimum
TID shifts from copper rich to PLA rich. This transition is especially
evident moving from 5 to 6e8 g/cm2 (Fig. 7cee). Thus, as the
composite shield's areal density increases, the impact of high-Z Cu
particle loading on shield performance decreases.

4. Discussion

4.1. Radiation testing and simulation verification

As shown in Fig. 4, the HERMES III simulations show good
agreement with the experimental results, despite the large un-
certainties associated with the TLD detectors used in the experi-
ment. The uncertainty associated with the HERMES III simulation
results are discussed in Section 2.4.1. Because the TLDs were not
shielded from the sides or back, scattered or secondary radiation
generated from ancillary mounting equipment and surrounding
environment could have contributed to local TLD response. Addi-
tionally, because the Cu-loaded sample was only 96.7% dense, the
remaining porosity (air gaps) due to 3D printing flaws (e.g.
cracking, delamination) could also reduce the performance in the
experiment. That said, the cross-sectional SEM examination of the
specimens (Fig. 1) did not reveal significant contributions from
larger length scale microstructural discontinuities. The large
Fig. 5. aec: Cu-PLA simulated TID under gamma irradiation at 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 12, and 15 MeV
TID contours, while 5b and 5c show constant-compositional (50 wt%) and constant areal d
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uncertainty in the thin step experimental values is due to aminimal
reduction in TID combined with the large uncertainty of the
experimental TLDs (estimated at between 4 and 10%). As the
reduction in TID increases for the thicker portion of the specimen,
the uncertainty was noticeably reduced.

It is important to note that, while the FDM-produced materials
are discrete particle-matrix composites with finite high-Z particle
sizes, the plain text geometry description in GEANT4 creates ho-
mogenous atomistic mixtures. Simulation of a dispersed phase
composite in GEANT4 would be prohibitively time intensive since
at the particle sizes listed in Table 1, there are ~107 particles/cm3 for
the copper and steel-loaded filaments, and ~1012 particles/cm3 for
the BaSO4 filament. The good agreement between GEANT4 and
experimental data suggest the viability of approximating spatially
distinct, homogeneously distributed second-phase particles with
atomistic mixtures in the simulation as well as the limited impact
of microstructural imperfections (build-defects) on the perfor-
mance of the specimens examined The impact of a heterogeneous
spatial distribution of high-Z second phase on radiation perfor-
mance, e.g. stratification normal to the flux, is the focus of ongoing
work.

4.2. Design study simulations

Figs. 5 and 6 provide an effective means to visualize the inter-
relationship between radiation environment characteristics (type,
energy) and shield design parameters (areal density, Cu-loading)
leading to shield performance. As described in the Results, the
from bottom to top as functions of areal density and copper loading. Fig. 5a shows the
ensity (5 g/cm2) cuts of 5a, respectively.



Fig. 6. Cu-PLA simulated TID under electron irradiation at 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 12, and
15 MeV from bottom to top as functions of areal density and copper loading.
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sensitivity of TID to changes in copper loading under gamma ra-
diation were limited over a majority of the gamma energies
included in the simulation. This behavior is consistent with the long
effective mean free path for gamma photons within these materials
relative to the comparatively smaller shield thicknesses examined
in the present study. This disparity limited the probability for sig-
nificant interactions between the incident flux and material
(regardless of Cu-loading) within the shield volume. This can be an
important factor, for example, in the assessment of potential shield
designs where mass reduction may be of primary interest. TID was
also found to have a weak dependence on areal density.

In contrast, for the case of electron flux (Fig. 6), the TID exhibits a
dependence on areal density that becomes more nonlinear in na-
ture at greater electron energies. This is a critical finding for elec-
tron radiation shielding design and is in contrast to prediction
Fig. 7. aef: Constant areal density plots from Fig. 6 of TID as function of composition over the
of 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, and 10 g/cm2 respectively. The minimum TID values for each energy are mark
0.5 MeV, as shown in the legend of graph (a).
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based on database information, e.g. NIST ESTAR (Electron Stopping
powers And Ranges) [30] which assumes that performance is con-
stant when normalized for areal density. Accurate prediction of
shield design criteria is of key interest in radiation shielding for
microelectronics as performance is measured in units derived from
total ionizing dose, a primary cause of failure in space-based mi-
croelectronics [31,32].

In addition to the identification of general trends of shield
behavior with variation in composition, areal density and energy,
the simulation results (Figs. 5 and 6), obtained can be used to
provide more specific design guidance for the performance opti-
mization of shields constructed using the high-Z-particle-polymer
based composite. Focusing on material composition (in this case,
related to particle loading in the composite), Fig. 8 provides a
means to visualize the shield design space based on incident ra-
diation characteristics (type and energy) and mass/volume con-
straints (through the areal density). In this case, Fig. 8 depicts a
“minimum-TID” compositional map (Cu-loading values) within the
areal density/radiation energy coordinate space. Shading in the
map indicates those Cu loading levels that provide minimized TID
values for the corresponding shield designs. For example, in the
case of Fig. 8b (electron flux results), the plot is obtained by fitting a
2D surface to the minima coordinates (black dots) shown in Fig. 7
for each energy and areal density combination. Clearly, a comple-
mentary set of areal density maps could be produced from the
simulation data in Cu-loading/energy coordinate space to provide a
direct means to assess potential areal density values (correspond-
ing most directly to shield thickness) that would minimize TID.

Visualizations such as those of Fig. 8, created by reduction of the
GEANT4 simulation results, offer a rapid means to identify candi-
date shield designs. For example, for a given incident radiation
energy, a set of areal density-Cu loading combinations can be
directly visualized that will correspond to minima in TID.
Application-specific constraints on shield design, e.g. specific
feedstock availability or printability; mass or volume limitations,
can then be used to restrict the range of Cu-loading levels and areal
densities to those suitable for the application. Once a collection of
range of incident electron energies examined. Graphs a-f correspond to areal densities
ed with black circles. Energies from top to bottom in each plot are 15, 12, 10, 5, 2, 1, and



Fig. 8. (a) Compositional map (Cu-loading) corresponding to local TID minima under gamma irradiation as a function of areal density and energy. (b) Compositional map (Cu-
loading) corresponding to local TID minima under electron irradiation as functions of areal density and energy. Each composition in the field represents the point of maximum
shield performance at each energy-areal density pair.
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shield parameter sets is identified using the maps in Fig. 8, the
corresponding shield performance (TID) values can be readily ob-
tained from the original simulation data set (Fig. 5 or 6) to quantify
performance and rank different shield design options. This general
approach can be readily extended to other feedstocks and radiation
types.

Using such an approach, it can be seen that for electron irradi-
ation, a pure copper radiation shield will outperform a pure PLA
shield by over 25% at an areal density of 1 g/cm2 (equal mass) for
energies >10 MeV. Empirically, it was observed that high-Z domi-
nant shielding will have the highest performance against electron
irradiation for electron energy (E) and areal density (AD) when E

AD �
2 MeV�cm�g�1. This empirical relationship, visualized in Fig. 9,
provides a streamlined yet powerful design parameter for electron
radiation shielding.

From an application perspective, the flux of electrons >10 MeV
in LEO is two to four orders of magnitude lower than the flux of
�2 MeV electrons [33,34]. Thus, the majority of electrons that
contribute to the total ionizing dose are shieldedwith compositions
in the printability range of commercial FDM 3D printers. In general,
Fig. 9. The data of Fig. 8b, with electron energy plotted on a linear scale. The red line
represents the function AD ¼ 1/2E. When E/AD�2 MeV cm g�1, high-Z dominant (high
Cu loading) compositions outperform low-Z dominant ones. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)
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a loading of �10 wt% copper in PLA performs the best over the
energy ranges comparable to typical space radiation environments.
The copper-loaded filament examined in this study is 82.7 wt% Cu,
so a filament in the 10 wt% range would be easily printable. A
loading in that range can be achieved by creating a custom filament
via dual screw extrusion or via a layered PLA and copper-loaded
filament structure [35].

5. Conclusion

The present work demonstrates the simulation of additively
manufacturable radiation shielding materials. Using GEANT4, good
agreement was obtained with experimentally determined gamma
mass attenuation coefficients obtained from FDM printed particle-
PLA composite specimens with varied particle compositions, veri-
fying the applicability of GEANT4 for the simulation of radiation
effects in such discrete particle-matrix composite systems.

Radiation shielding performance over a multivariable space
connecting operational conditions and shield characteristics (e.g.,
composition, areal density, radiation energy) was also examined. In
the present case, effective radiation shielding candidates using
copper-loaded PLA were found to correspond to filament compo-
sitions within the printable range of commercially available FDM
3D printers. For gamma or X-ray shielding below 10 g/cm2 and at
energies above 0.5 MeV (as studied here), there is minimal per-
formance improvement achieved with Cu-PLA composite material
compositions examined, as illustrated in Fig. 5c. In this case, the
range of areal densities examined (1e10 g/cm2) are shorter than the
photon mean free path for the energies studied (0.5e15 MeV). The
photon mean free paths were estimated from the NIST XCOM
database (by taking the inverse of the gamma mass attenuation
coefficient), ranging from 11 to 55 g/cm2 over the investigated
energy range [36]. Therefore, the probability for photon-matter
interactions within the shield designs examined is low. In
contrast, the electron mean free paths over the same energy range
(estimated from the continuous slowing down approximation
(CSDA) range from the NIST ESTAR database) are 0.2e8 g/cm2 [30].
No clear trends in TID with respect to either energy or areal density
are observed under gamma radiation due to this discrepancy be-
tween shield thickness and gamma mean free path.

Further, a method to visualize optimal shield material compo-
sitions (i.e. particle loading level) involved the development of
compositional maps within energy-areal density space that
depicted particle loading levels corresponding to a TID minimum
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downstream of the shield. From this construction for electron
irradiation, an empirical relationship connecting radiation energy
and areal density was found to define a boundary separating high
and low Cu-loading regions leading to improved shield perfor-
mance. In this case, if the ratio of E/AD is greater than
2 MeV�cm g�1, a composite with a high-Z phase content (>85 wt%
Cu) would be most effective. Conversely, if E/AD < 2 MeV�cm g�1,
optimal shield performance can be attained with a majority low-Z
composite (<10 wt% Cu). The use of a mapping strategy, as illus-
trated in Fig. 8, for any composite of low-Z and high-Zmaterials can
help to establish key design criteria to reduce shield development
time and minimize costly radiation testing.
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